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Abstract—This paper is in continuation to the paper published
in FedCSIS 2022. In the earlier paper we presented the general
scheme behind the AI based model for determining the possible
ovulation dates as well as the possibility of some health risks.
Here apart from the already discussed schemes for Premenstrual
Syndrome (PMS), Luteal Phase Defect (LPD), and polyp and
fibroids, a few additional schemes like hypothyroidism, polycystic
ovary syndrom (PCOS) are included. Moreover, we attempt
to throw light on the novelty of this AI based scheme from
the perspective personalized, case sensitive, interactive medical
support which does not depend only on a preset rule based system
for diagnosing diseases.

Index Terms—Medical decision support, Interactive AI, Ex-
plainable AI

I. INTRODUCTION

F
ROM the emergence of Artificial Intelligence, many re-

searchers from different aspects contributed towards a

broader goal of an artificially intelligent agent. However

the progress is still far from the level of reaching close to

human-like reasoning. This may be the reason that the current

literature on AI showcases examples where the researchers

specify the need by introducing terms like ‘human-centered

AI’ [1], ‘human-in-the-loop of machine learning’ [2] etc.

explainable Reflection of similar thoughts can be noticed also

in the context of decision support for different health care

systems, such as IBM’s dream project Watson, which was

supposed to revolutionize everything from diagnosing patients

and recommending treatment options to finding candidates for

clinical trials; however, it failed as instead of trained with

real data it was trained with hypothetical cases provided by a

small group of doctors. The reason is quite understandable as

Co-financed by the EU Smart Growth Operational Program 2014-2020
under the project ”Developing innovative solutions in the domain of detection
of frequent intimate and hormonal health disorders in women of procreative
age based on artificial intelligence and machine learning - OvuFriend 2.0”,
POIR.01.01.01-00-0826/20.

expecting that the model’s success with test data will directly

translate to the real world does not really meet in reality. So,

one way to improve the performance of an AI system is to

engage users in providing feedback in order to continually

improve the model. Thus, the terms like personalized medicine

[3], evidence based medicine [4] are becoming prevalent in the

literature of AI.

The main feature in both [3], [4] is to create such protocols

for medical care that combine the knowledge from the existing

literature of medicine, experience of the professionals, as well

as the input parameters, habits, life style, and preferences of

the individual patients. Moreover, in order to be sure that such

data are properly gathered as well as to guide a patient during

the intermediate steps of performing tests required for the

diagnosis, an interactive interface among different stakeholders

of the AI system is also required. So, it is quite clear that

such a paradigm combines together different kinds of physical

entities, information associated to them (e.g., a patient and her

informational base, a team of experts and their informational

bases) and their interactions, which as a whole indicates a real

physical process of computation on a complex granule [5], [6].

In continuation to a series of papers [7]–[10], here we

present the developments made in the platform of OvuFriend1

focusing on introducing the above mentioned aspects in an

AI system for helping women in determining the possibility

of conceiving and understanding the hidden risk of health

problems based on their input. The platform of OvuFriend

1.0 was developed as a part of R&D project where through

a mobile app an user can put the data related to her physical

and mental states during a specific menstrual cycle, and the

underlying algorithm of the app helps to get an analysis of the

possibility of conceiving or not conceiving. The second stage

of OvuFriend’s project, namely OvuFriend 2.0, focuses on the

1www.ovufriend.pl
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analysis of whether a particular user has the possibility of

having the risk of Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) Luteal Phase

Defect (LPD), benign growths like polyps, fibroids in the

uterus, Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) or hypothyroidism

Among them in [11] a detailed discussion regarding the

schemes of PMS, LPD, and the risk from polyp and fibroids

are discussed. Here we add the schemes corresponding to

hypothyroidism and PCOS.

Apart from discussing the two new schemes, namely hy-

pothyroidism and PCOS, in this paper one of our main targets

is to present in what sense the AI model of OvuFriend

incorporates the features like (i) learning and updating based

on real data (ii) adaptation of diagnosing strategies based

on interactions with users and medical as well as analytical

experts, and (iii) visual as well as linguistic explainability of

the relationship between the gathered data and their labelling.

Inclusion of these features makes the OvuFriend platform for

women’s healthcare more close to the above mentioned AI

paradigm of interactive, personalized, evidence based health-

care support systems keeping human in the loop.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a

brief general description of the scheme running behind the

OvuFriend app as well as the schemes analyzing certain health

risks based on a complete cycle data of a user. The schemes

for hypothyroidism and PCOS, requiring a sequence of cycles

data, are presented in Section III. Section IV presents the

process of building the reference set based on which the app

can decide effectively over new cases. In particular we would

emphasize on the novelty of the process of selecting reference

set which allows a team based interactive environment among

the experts, the user and the consultant in the process of

deciding how, when and for whom which strategy of treating

and diagnosing should be selected so that the data gathered

from them can be used in the reference set with certain

reliability. Section V presents concluding remarks.

II. GENERAL SCHEME OF OVULATION AND HEALTH RISKS

The general scheme in OvuFriend 2.0 for having an AI

based app determining the possible days of ovulation as well

as the possibility of different health risks is developed based

on three hierarchical levels, known as Detector level, Cycle

level, and User level. In the detector level the user can put

information related to her mental and physical health over

(at least) one complete cycle. Relative to the need a set

of attributes is set by the medical experts. Based on the

input of a particular user the values for those attributes are

determined by a team of medical experts. From the values of

the attributes from a completed cycle, the cycle level concepts

such as ovulation happened, days of ovulation, follicular phase

interval, luteal phase interval, PMS score etc are determined.

In the user level the system aggregates the data related to

the detector level as well as the cycle level concepts of a

particular user for a finitely many cycles. Risk of PMS, risk of

LPD, risk of infertility etc are a few examples of the user level

concepts. For a cycle level concept, the system calculates the

probabilistic ratio of the concerned cycle level concept over

the total number of cycles considered for a particular user.

Moreover, the system is also fed with a threshold value for

each such concept. The threshold value for a particular concept

is learned and with time this is updated based on the opinions

of the medical experts and the histories of already recorded and

analysed cases. If the respective ratio for a particular user level

concept is greater than the prefixed threshold for that concept

the user is notified about the possibility of such health risk.

As prerequisite the data related to the physical and mental

health of a woman before, during, and after a complete men-

strual cycle is collected. After gathering data over a complete

cycle (or a few consecutive cycles) the analysis for different

health risks starts. Initially, the data is processed to investigate

whether the ovulation has occurred and then based on that to

find the possible days of its occurrence. At this stage all the

detector level concepts are analysed. If through the primary

analysis it is determinned that ovulation has been occurred,

then an attempt is made to indicate two intervals of equal

length falling into the follicular phase and the luteal phase of

the concerned cycle respectively [11].

A. Summary of schemes requiring one complete cycle data

The schemes requiring a complete cycle data, namely PMS,

LPD, polyp and fibroids, are already discussed in [11]. Though

the basic formulas for calculating these health risks are differ-

ent, the general form of the underlying algorithms is similar.

To analyze the risk of PMS, which is a combination of

symptoms that many women get about a week or two before

their period, the coefficients of occurrence of the physical

symptoms and mood symptoms are calculated (see [11]). The

set of symptoms and formulas for calculating the coefficients

based on them are defined with the help of a team of medical

experts. From the user’s input all physical and mood symptoms

are counted for both the phases P1 and P2. Aggregating

the number of physical and mood symptoms in a phase the

coefficients are calculated according to the following formulas.

PiMoodFeelCoeff =
(SumOfOccurrencePiMood)

K1 × PhaseLength
×α+(1−α)

(1)
where i = 1, 2 and α ∈ (0, 1),

P2PhysFeelCoeff =
(SumOfOccurrenceP2Phys)

K2 × PhaseLength
×β+(1−β)

(2)

where β ∈ (0, 1).
The symbols SumOfOccurrencePiMood and

SumOfOccurrencePiPhys respectively indicate the

number of mood and the number of physical symptoms

occurred in a particular phase Pi, and K1 and K2 represent

respectively the total number of all moods and physical

symptoms listed in the system. The factors α and β represent

the significance of the given components in the respective

coefficients. Using the above coefficients PMS score, denoted

as PMSscore, is calculated by the following formula.

PMSscore =
P2MoodFeelCoeff

P1MoodFeelCoeff
+

P2PhysFeelCoeff

w1

(3)
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where w1 is the weight chosen by a team of medical experts.

Luteal Phase Defect (LPD) is a health condition that may

play a role in infertility. The general prerequisite for determin-

ing the risk of LPD [12] is same as what is discussed above.

The specific formula that is fed to the algorithm in order to

calculate the susceptibility of LPD (Equation 4) is as follows.

LPDscore = w1 ∗ LutParameters+ w2 ∗DecFer (4)

The parameters LutParameters,DecFer ∈ [0, 1] respec-

tively denote the values for Luteal Phase Parameters and De-

creased Fertility. The Luteal Phase Parameters are determined

based on the luteal phase length and various other factors

related to the analysis of bleeding during the luteal phase. The

Decreased Fertility depends on the period of time in which

the attempts are made for conceiving a child, the number of

miscarriages etc. The values for LutParameters,DecFer

are obtained based on the input data of a particular user, and

w1, w2 are some weights that are chosen by the team of experts

based on their collective knowledge regarding the significance

of LutParameters and DecFer in indicating LPD.

Presence of fibroids and polyps too may cause infertility and

recurrent pregnancy loss. The algorithm starts with checking

whether ovulation has occurred. The primary analysis focuses

on the data related to inter-menstrual bleeding or spots. Then

examining the cycle level concepts and associated symptoms

characterizing polyp or fibroids starts. The values for disor-

dered menstruation (DisMens), decreased fertility (DecFer),

and the values for physical symptoms related to such diseases

(PhysSymp) are obtained from the input data of the user.

Then the following score is calculated.

Score = w1 ∗DisMens+w2 ∗DecFer+w3 ∗ PhysSymp (5)

The weights w1, w2, w3 are chosen by the team of experts.

All these values are scaled in the interval [0, 1] based on the

information related to inter-menstrual bleeding, long-lasting

menstruation, intensity of menstruation, miscarriage, long try-

ing time for conceiving, pelvis pain, polyuria etc.

In each of the above contexts, for a given user the grade

of the susceptibility of a particular disease is calculated by

considering k
n

if in k such cycles, out of n cycles, the

susceptibility of the respective disease is detected.

III. SCHEMES REQUIRING CONSECUTIVE CYCLES’ DATA

In this section we present two newly analyzed health risks,

namyly PCOS and hypothyroidism, which require a sequence

of consecutive cycles’ data of a user.

A. Scheme for PCOS

PCOS creates a condition where the ovaries produce an

abnormal amount of androgens, that are usually present in

women in small amounts [13]. Contrary to the above men-

tioned schemes, to analyse the risk of PCOS the algorithm

needs the data of the user for a few months. Based on the

detector level parameters such as stress, appetite, depression,

hypersensitivity, insomnia, problem in concentration, BMI,

length of cycle etc., relevant cycle level concepts such as

increasing level of anxiety, lower self-esteem, family history of

PCOS, long cycle, extended trying time for conceiving etc are

determined. Some of the above mentioned cycle level concepts

are marked with binary values and some with fuzzy values, on

a scale of 0 ≤ 0.33 ≤ 0.66 ≤ 1; these values are marked over

a span of time. After completion of a cycle, all the relevant

cycle level concepts are determined. Each of the considered

cycles is then characterized with the help of these concepts

described on a multidimensional time series.

Some groups of symptoms are analyzed by qualitative as

well as quantitative indicators. For example, it is checked

whether any of the symptoms belonging to the group occurred

at least once on a given day (qualitative), as well as how

many symptoms (quantitative) from the group occurred on

a day. The frequency of occurrence of a symptom usually

is analyzed based on the selected time period. For instance,

the occurrence of the symptom ‘fatigue’ 4 times in a 45-

day cycle may indicate the greater possibility for anxiety than

occurrence of the same symptom 4 times during half of the

time span of the cycle. Compare to the above schemes here

the algorithm chooses the next plan of actions based on an

interaction with the user. There are different forms available

for deeper analysis of some of the above mentioned detector

or cycle level concepts. If a user meets the PCOS boundary

conditions, she is asked to provide some specific parameters in

the follicular phase of the cycle for consecutive 3 days. If the

user rates them three times negatively, the label for low self

esteem is activated. Then further the user is led to complete a

more detailed low self-esteem survey.

The analysis for PCOS also starts with checking the pos-

sibility of ovulation and determining respective intervals. To

enable PCOS susceptibility analysis, the input for the cycle

must be completed for at least 10 days; the same data for

previous two cycles must also be available meeting the same

conditions. Symptoms for PCOS persist for a long time. So,

one cycle may not reliably assess the presence of PCOS.

Moreover, exploring three consecutive cycles increases the

likelihood of the observations of the user. For each of these

series of cycles, possible ovulation is determined.
The coefficient cyclenScore for the nth cycle is calculated

based on the following formula.

cyclenScore = X1n ∗ w1 +X2n ∗ w2 +X3n ∗ w3+

X4n ∗ w4 +X5n ∗ w5 +X6n ∗ w6 +X7n ∗ w7

(6)

where Xin is calculated based on the number points obtained
for the i-th group of concepts that have appeared in the n-th

cycle. For example, X5n = increased_anxiety+depressive_mood

2
indicates that the two operands in the numerator represent the
number of points obtained for those two parameters from the
5-th group of concepts in the n-th cycle. The weights wi,
1 ≤ i ≤ n are selected based on the significance of a group
of symptoms over other. Then the sum of the points of each
cycle from the sequence is added and normalized according
to the formula below.

normScore =
Σ3

i=1cycleiScore

3 ∗ Σ7

j=1
wj

(7)
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Based on the values for nomScore, different possible se-

quences of cycles, recorded over a time period, are ranked

in the descending order. The two chosen sequences of three

cycles can be such that one of the cycles can be the first in one

sequence and middle in another sequence. So, the sequence

with highest normScore is selected for the analysis of PCOS.

The scheme of PCOS is presented in Fig. 1. To determine

the PCOS susceptibility one sequence of cycles, which is

completed in last six months, is selected from the history of a

user. If among a series of cycles at least two are detected with

a vulnerability of PCOS, the respective user is assigned to

PCOS risk. Then, at user level the degree of risk is calculated

based on the ratio of the number of PCOS-susceptible cycles

to the number of months over which the observation is made.

B. Scheme for Hypothyroidism

In hypothyroidism the thyroid gland does not produce

enough thyroid hormones, leading to changes in the menstrual

cycle. The scheme for hypothyroidism is quite similar to the

scheme for PCOS. Here also the algorithm requires data for

three consecutive cycles. Data for all the cycles are processed

to test determine the date of onset of ovulation as well as the

detector and the cycle level concepts. If, in each of the cycles

from the sequence, enough data is marked for the algorithm to

determine the occurrence of ovulation, the algorithm proceeds

to the next stage. The cycle level concepts and the symptoms,

such as feeling cold, feeling sleepy, concentration problems,

decreased appetite, constipation, swelling, decreased libido,

memory problems, etc., which are relevant to hypothyroidism,

are selected. Then for each cycle a score, denoted as Scn, is

determined from the sequence using the following formula.

Scn = w1 ∗ PhySymn + w2 ∗ Lenn + w3 ∗Ovn

+ w4 ∗DecFern + w5 ∗ PsySymn

(8)

The weights w1, . . . , w5 are chosen by the experts, and the

values of the parameters are computed from the input of user.

The symbol PhySymn denotes the value corresponding to

the physical symptoms during the n-th cycle, Lenn indicates

the length of the n-th cycle, Ovn corresponds to the number

of ovulations occurred in the n-th cycle, DecFern stands

for the value of the decreased fertility in the n-th cycle, and

PsySymn represents the value corresponding to the psycho-

logical symptoms in the n-th cycle. From the scores of three

consecutive cycles the score for the risk of hypothyroidism is

calculated for the whole sequence using the following formula.

ScoreHypth = Sc1 + Sc2 + Sc3 (9)

where 1, 2, 3 denote the numbers of the cycles in the sequence.

If the score is greater than or equal to the preset thresh-

old, the most recent cycle in the sequence is assigned a

hypothyroidism susceptibility at the cycle level and the score

is then calculated just by adding the score obtained in three

consecutive cycles. The score obtained for each such single

cycle from a chain of three consecutive cycles is used to

assess the risk of developing hypothyroidism at the level of the

user. In this process all completed cycles, that have occurred

during the last n months, are selected. Then all possible

sequence combinations of three consecutive cycles are created

from them, and the sum of the scores is calculated for each

sequence. If the sum of the scores for any of the sequences

is greater than or equal to the pre-fixed cut-off value, a risk

of hypothyroidism is assigned to the user, and a grade is

calculated in the range of [0, 1]. After the analysis of a user’s

risk for hypothyroidism the data and analysis, obtained from

the sequences, are again assessed by medical experts. Based

on such history of sequences the cut-off point is updated.

IV. INTERACTIVELY ADAPTING TREATMENT AND

DIAGNOSIS STRATEGY BASED ON USERS’ PERCEPTION

We now attempt to illustrate the key features of OvuFriend’s

application which allow to create an interface for telemedicine

consultation and choose appropriate course of actions based

on analyzed data of a user. Through the interactive interface a

user, a team of experts (medical and analytic), and a consultant

together may share a platform for interacting with queries and

respective answers, uploading and scanning documents/results,

presenting an illustrative graphical representation of causes

and outcomes related to a concept, and choosing labels for

certain values of parameters based on consensus. In this regard,

we present the design of some components and their roles

contributing towards the working strategy of the app.

A. Building reference set incorporating real data through

interactions

In Introduction we have discussed about failure of different

decision support systems trained based on hypothetical data.

Here, the reference set, for training the model of the app, has

been chosen from three different populations of users.

One population pertains to the already registered users of

the app for whom certain vulnerabilities are detected on the

basis of physical symptoms, mood symptoms and parameters

of menstrual cycles declared in the system. Based on the

data recorded in the cycles of the users further medical

examinations are suggested. Then based on context, indicated

by a precise flowchart of the algorithm, the users are selected

to be included in the reference set when some specific results

are confirmed by blood tests, TSH, Testosterone, progesterone,

ultrasound examination of the reproductive organs etc., or on

the basis of a questionnaire completed in the app, serving

as a medical teleconsultation. The second population pertains

to women who have participated in a questionnaire survey

conducted on the OvuFriend’s platform and have declared

certain diseases voluntarily. For such users based on the

results of survey uploaded to the system they are selected for

inclusion in the reference set. The third population pertains

to the women who as a part of marketing activities of the

app are envouraged to declare problems of having certain

diseases or noticing symptoms from a given set of relevant

symptoms on the OvuFriend’s platform. In response to their

willingness to take part in the project, they are offered free

medical examinations, and in case of positive result for some
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Fig. 1. Complete scheme for determining risk vulnerability of PCOS (2 diagrams)

tests they are given access to the Ovufriend’s application to

upload their results. Then further data on historical cycles are

collected during a survey conducted by a consultant.

The consultant contacts using the data provided by the

application or the OvuFriend’s platform. If some conditions

are met the consultant asks questions about the symptoms,

relative to the analyzed disease. The questionnaire is designed

by a medical expert. So, though all the questionnaire surveys

and teleconsultation processes are conducted within the algo-

rithmic set up of the app, it includes both human in the loop

as well as real physical interactions.

Moreover, the users after completion of the tests the scans

of medical examinations upload to the system or sent to

OvuFriend’s platform. The exchange of information between

the consultant and the team of experts is carried out using

spreadsheets saved on a cloud drive, due to which it is possible

to track the editions by all team members. The information

obtained by the user, including medical tests, and the answers

given during surveys, are then checked by the analytical team,

in cooperation with a medical expert.

B. Explainable model storing and labeling reference set data

An explainable AI model is another great challenge on

which the present days AI development is still struggling.

OvuFriend’s model is capable to address the above mentioned

challenge to some extent. In particular, it refers to the part of

the model where each user’s data along with the scans of test

results are stored against an uniquely generated user-id.

The data obtained in the survey along with the test results

are uploaded by the consultant in the cloud environment

for review of the analytical team. On a regular interval all

  

Fig. 2. Relational database for storing information related to a user and
creating links for navigating between relevant information

the uploaded information of the users are analyzed by the

analytical team and a medical expert. If based on the initial

information a user is considered suitable for the project, a

user-id is created and the information details is saved in the

database. Fig. 2 shows a fragment of a relational database,

presenting directory containing files with records of medical

examinations of different project users.

Medical examinations stored in the database are presented

to the doctor by means of a visualization that combines

the information provided by the users, in the form of scans

of tests and the data registered in the app for individual

cycles. More specifically, the visual representation related

to the measurement details and symptoms of a user also

includes additional information obtained from the database,
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e.g. cycle type, cycle status, registered drugs, anomaly detector

result and descriptive information regarding the analysis of

the expert tagged with a comment and information obtained

from the user during the consultation before performing tests.

The visualizations in this project are based on the experience

gathered in previous projects based on a well-known approach

from other areas using fuzzy linguistic summaries widely

described in [14], [15]. This type of visualization allows

for a comprehensive presentation of all archival information

registered by the user in the app including information from

the labeling stage, through the period in which the test is

performed, to the current cycle at the time of presentation of

the final results. At the next stage based on the visualizations

presented to the team of experts the selection of the final

labeling of the reference set is performed.

The model of creating such visualization serves two aspects

of explainability. In one hand, it presents a comprehensive

visual representation of the data with all notes and comments

from the user and the medical expert, and on the other

hand it presents a visual relationship between the results of

the analysis made by the app and the measurement data

registered in the app depending on particular disease. For each

of the anomalies, i.e, thyroid diseases, PCOS, NFL etc., the

respective visual representation is created during consultations

with a medical expert. That is, based on the data saved on

cloud against each user-id, the medical expert can create some

cause-effect relations among the measurement data and the

concerned diseases, and that information gets translated to the

system creating a visual representation of the selected relations

using some software packages for time series analysis.

Fig. 3 presents how through a spreadsheet visualization

of all data relative to a particular patient is presented in a

compact and comprehensive way to the analytical team as well

as to the user. In Fig. 3 the information presents values of

different parameters over three consecutive cycles, length of

each of which is presented in the header. In the left hand side

using a sliding option for going up and down one can check

information concerning a particular day over this sequence of

cycles, and in the bottom the labels are chosen automatically

by the algorithm based on values of the parameters entered

from user’s input.

The visualization for each disease consists of two files.

(i) One is a sql file in which data is generated for each user

included in the app. Here the data presents a user and her

cycles divided into days. The range of days selected for

visualization depends on the number of cycles recorded

in the app and varies depending on the number of cycles

entered and their lengths for each user. A rule is fed to the

app to create the visualization; the time axis is defined by

the initial data related to one cycle or three cycles used

in the labeling process. The cycle, in which the tests are

performed, are marked as the anchor points. From the

tagged cycles, a maximum of three cycles are searched

back. From here the data is supposed to be represented

by visualization. All the cycles (or cycle) included in

the app for labeling, including the cycle in which tests

have been performed, are presented. As the cycle, in

which tests are performed, is marked on the chart, the

performed transformations saved in this file lead to two

main tables: the users table and the days table. The user

table contains information such as: chart number, user_id,

information about the tagged cycle (cycle_id, length, start

date), information about tagging by the expert (shipped

package number, order in the package, expert tagging

result, comment), information about medications taken,

date of the test, test result, link to the test file, type of test,

comment obtained after contacting the user etc. The days

table contains data for visualized cycles for each user in a

specific package, including: user_id, cycle_id, cycle order

on the chart, date, cycle day, information about mucus,

cervix, bleeding, intercourse, ovulation tests, pregnancy,

symptoms, moods, concepts, as well as detector indica-

tions, cycle type and information about cycle status.

(ii) The other one is a xlsx file in which data prepared with

the use of SQL code are read. Using the ODBC con-

nection to the PostgreSQL database, previously prepared

tables with users and days are uploaded (saved in the .sql

file). Next, the data is transformed in order to visualize

them on the timeline, the length of which varies based on

the number of cycles registered by the user in the app.

The tab with the chart shows the graphical form of the

automatically transformed data, depending on the refresh

of the data in the .sql file, by defining the appropriate

package number. Switching between the users is possible

using the user selection control in the form of arrows,

a vertical slider scrolling between visualization sections

and a horizontal slider scrolling between user cycles.

The presence of information in a line is conditioned by

its color, depending on the day of occurrence. The vertical

black bars are used to separate the cycles from each other. In

the right of a black marker a new cycle starts with counting

of the days in the cycle and the intensity of bleeding over

days is represented on the graph. Cycles are presented on

a timeline from the oldest to the newest. The users whose

cycles already have been labeled by a medical expert are

selected for the visualization of cycles after the tests; that

is, sequentially first they participate in the tagging process,

receive a referral for tests from a given medical package

depending on the disease, perform the test and send the scans

of the results, which are saved in the appropriate folder in the

google drive, which can be accessed by the team of experts

and the consultant responsible for contacting the users. The

user-ids, corresponding to the selected cycles for presentation,

are fed to the packages by which visualizations are created.

The visualizations are presented in such a way that the med-

ical expert can have an insight into the widest possible range of

information of the patients. The whole presentation is realized

in an interactive way. A medical expert, using the buttons in

the upper left corner of each of the presented visualizations,

can switch tabs and obtain different information related to a

chosen user. On the other hand, using the horizontal scroll bar
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Fig. 3. Hypothyroidism labelling form prepared for medical experts to evaluate susceptibility of selected cycles. Form is based on such attributes as: bleeding,
mucus, bbt, cervix, intercourse, feeling cold, tiredness, somnolence, sad, mood swings, tearful, stressed, nervous, depressed, irritable, scared, problem with
the concentration, sleep disturbance, constipation, etc.

it is possible to navigate from one cycle to other and obtain a

view of the complete history of the user’s recorded cycles.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: CONCLUDING REMARKS

In Section IV, we presented the design of reference set as

one of the unique selling points of OvuFriend’s application.

In this section we would present a brief summary of the

experimental results obtained based on the chosen reference

set. In contrary to the experimental results obtained in the

earlier stages [11], here we present the experimental results

based on the actual users whose health risks or anomalies

have been analyzed by OvuFriend’s schemes.

The reference set consists of a list of users assigned to

the selected anomaly with the actual class specified by the

physician. Subsets for individual anomalies are balanced in

terms of the number of positive and negative classes, so as

to obtain a similar number of elements in both the classes.

As the different methods of data processing depend on the

anomaly, the users have been grouped by anomaly, not by a

group of diseases. Later the final evaluation is calculated based

on the average results of evaluations performed for different

anomalies falling within a group of diseases. For example,

in case of LPD 57 cases from each of positive and negative

classes are selected; while in case of PCOS the reference set

contains 94 cases from each of positive and negative classes.

For evaluating the effectiveness of each of the algorithms

four experiments have been conducted for each of the disor-

ders. Using ReSample evaluation [16] each of the experiments

is conducted such as 1000, 500, 100, and 10 times respectively.

Two disjoint subsets are designated as the training set and test

set where the former contains 33% of the reference set and

the later consists of remaining 67%. Evolutionary algorithms

with a fitting function based on a combination of the accuracy

measure and the F1Score measure are used to train the

respective thresholds for all the disorders and these values are

learned on each iteration of the training set containing 33%

of the tagged cycles sample in particular disorders. The test

procedure is performed on remaining cycles in given disorders

which accounted for 67%. For each iteration results are stored

in the contingency table. Then all True Positive (TP), True

Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) are

calculated to find the effectiveness measures of the algorithms.

Due to page limitation here only the result for 1000 repetitions

is presented (cf. Table I). presents .

The label TP means that cycle is tagged with at least 0.6
by the medical experts and is classified as a positive case

of the disease by the algorithm; whereas, the case for FP is

determined when the experts have given mark below 0.6 but

the algorithm has classified the case into positive class. The

case for TN is obtained when the experts have assigned less

than 0.6 and the algorithm has classified as negative as well.

Finally the cases for FN is indicated when the algorithm has

classified as negative but the expert evaluated as greater or

equal 0.6.

From Table I it is visible that the obtained results are

quite satisfactory; especially comparing to the experimental
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TABLE I
RESULTS AVERAGED OVER 1000 ITERATIONS OF THE RESAMPLE ROUTINE. ABBREVIATIONS: # - SAMPLE, TP - TRUE POSITIVES, TN - TRUE

NEGATIVES, FP - FALSE POSITIVES, FN - FALSE NEGATIVES, PR - PRECISION, RE - RECALL, F1 - F1 SCORE, mn- MIN, mx- MAX, AC - ACCURACY,
PCOS - POLYCYSTIC OVARY SYNDROME, HYP - HYPOTHYROIDISM, LPD - LUTEAL PHASE DEFICIENCY

Type Sample TP TN FP FN PR RE F1 AC F1_mn F1_mx AC_mn AC_mx

HYP 126000 61472 39922 23096 1510 0.727 0.976 0.833 0.805 0.757 0.902 0.730 0.881

PMS 68000 37448 13668 7783 9101 0.828 0.804 0.816 0.752 0.575 0.905 0.544 0.868

PCOS 126000 60643 42814 20065 2478 0.751 0.961 0.843 0.821 0.358 0.903 0.516 0.889

LPD 76000 35526 24555 13342 2577 0.727 0.932 0.817 0.791 0.089 0.899 0.461 0.882

results obtained in the earlier stage [11] based on hypothetical

data, here the experimental results based on real data is

commendably good. Moreover, apart from the quantitative

values showing satisfactory experimental results, in this paper,

our main emphasize has been on the qualitative worth of the

AI model which attempts to address a few important at the

same time challenging aspects of AI. Precisely the novelty

of the approach includes building of an AI model which is

(i) trained on real data, (ii) sensitive to user’s perceptions,

(iii) able to learn and revise through interactions among the

stakeholders (such as a user and the (medical) experts), (iv)

designed to adapt suitable strategies for the required course of

actions (e.g., suggesting further tests or filling up additional

questionnaire etc.) in the process of decision making, and (v)

possessing the ability of explainability of its decision to the

stakeholders through a process of visualization. As a whole the

proposed model is a good attempt towards the goals envisaged

by the paradigms like personalized, evidence based medicine

[3], [4], human-centered AI [1], and IGrC [5], [6].

However, there are a few aspects where the model has lim-

itations. Firstly, it is difficult to collect a very large collection

reference data as use of the application and participation in the

project is voluntary. Moreover, usually users, who are trying

to get pregnant, are interested in using the app; whereas for

reference data only historical data that was recorded before

pregnancy can be used. Another limitation is related to full

implementation of the developed algorithms and preparing

them to work in a real environment. Simultaneously in many

places replacing manual process of setting parameters and

weights (by experts) by ML, so that all relevant parameters

are learned from reference data sets, is also required.
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